
 

 

COMMUNICATION / INNOVATION / COOPERATION  

Sino Textile Machinery is specialized in weaving machinery spare parts. 

With more than 20 years of experience in textile industry, we can deliver 

textile machinery spare parts meeting the right demand on both quality 

and price. Under the joint efforts of our members, we have now grown 

up to be the most integrated supplier in China to offer weaving 

machines and loom spare parts. 

 

We are providing— 

Rapier loom spare parts: including rapier gripper, driving sprocket 

wheel, gripper opener/releaser, rapier tape, guide hook, guide rail. 

 

Jacquard spare parts: including jacquard wire heddle, spring, comber 

board, harness cord, harness assembly, pulley wheel, module/solenoid, 

cable, controller. 

 

Common replacement parts: including weft feeder/accumulator and 

the relevant parts, weft sensor, electronic weft selector, drop wire, leno 

selvedge device, heald wire, warp stop motion, tuck in device, cutter and 

blade, temple cylinder, proximity switch and sensor, circuit panel, 

electromagnet coil, encoder and motor, heald frame, membrane switch 

and touch screen, weft feeler, warp beam, clutch and brake, weaving 

reed and etc. 

 

Dobby spare parts: for Staubli dobby and Chinese brand dobby. 

 

According to brand, we are offering parts for: Picanol, Vamatex, Sulzer, 

Chinese loom, Somet, Dornier, Iro & Roj, Itema, Muller, Panter, Toyota, 

Tsudakoma, Van De Wiele, Bonas, Gross, Staubli and etc. 

 

With well-equipped facility and experienced professionals, we are also 

COMPANY 

PROFILE 

Add：No.9, 10th Street, HEDA, 

Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China 

Mob：86-18058173515 

Mail: merlin@sinotextilemachinery.com 
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Swiss Saurer Rapier Loom Parts 

Model: 5400 

Our Website updates every month.and printed catalog 

updates every two years 

For more.please follow our website: 

www.sinotextilemachinery.com 
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Saurer Part No. Description 

720332 CLUTCH 

720318 INDUCTOR 

720327 /720333 INDUCTOR 

720325 ARMATURE 

SPRING PLATE 
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